
Narcissism and Political Psychology: from the
Frankfurt School to Christopher Lasch

NORMAN FISCHER

This essay is about the career of the concept of narcissism,
from radical critical tool in the writings of the Frankfurt school and
Erich Fromm to politically ambiguous lament in the work of Christopher
Lasch .

The fullest expression of Frankfurt school ideas about narci.

ssism is Theodore W. Adorno's "Freudian Theory and the pattern of
Fascist propaganda," which is in turn based quite closely on Freud's
excursus into political psychology, Group Psychology and the Analysis of

the Ego. (Adorno 1951; Freud 1960) While Freud's book was certainly
the first to give a social psychological analysis of narcissism, Adorno's
attempt to analyze fascism in terms of narcissism obviously went beyond
Freud's account in the scope of its emphasis on concrete his,;ory and its
critique of authoritarianism.

In his 1914 essay "On Narcissism," Freud had argued that the
narcissist directed libidinal energy toward himself a r herself. In 1'121, in
Group psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, he went on to argue that

the concentration on self characteristic of the narcissist could easily be
turned into identification with a crowd or leader. Adorno built on this
theory and emphasized that such identification was most easily accom-
plished by weak egos of the sort that he thought were manipulated by

fascist leaders or speechmakers. (Freud 1914: 139.147 ; Freud 1960: 52 ;
Adam,., 1951: 418-419) Adorno's essay reflected both his experience of

German fascism and the empirical analysis of American society done by
him and ot"er members of the Frankfurt school after they left Germany
in the nineteen.thirties and came to the United States.

The subsequent career of the concept of narcissism in Adorno

and other members of the Frankfurt school such as Herbert Marcuse
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and Max HorkheiI):'ler, as well as Erich Fromm, who published his early
German essays in the Frankfurt school journal but later went his own
way, is a complicated one. 2 Nevertheless, two p,Jints stand out. First,
narcissism was always a theory of both individual neurosis and of the
society in which it occurs. Second, the theory of narcissism ,,:as always
colored by the general goal of finding a psycho16iHcal basis for why
people accept unjustified authority. It must be se~n a, on~ expression
of the search for understanding authoritarian behaviour, a :.carch which
runs through the philosophical psychology of Adorno, Marcusc, Hor-
kheimer, and Fromm and is expressed in such diverse Frankfurt school

works as the political philosophy of Franz Neumann and the literary
criticism of Walter Benjamin. (Adorno 1974 : 16-]8: Marcuse 1963: 5b;
Horkheimer 1949: 369; Fromm 1965: 17-33; NeumanIl 195'1: 12.67;

Benjamin 1973)

These two points must be kept in mind when locking at the
way the concept of narcissism has surfaced again in th~ Umted States
with thr recent work of Christopher Lasch. For, first, methodological
difficulties which plagued Frankfurt school attempts tJ. cre.l;;e an indi-
vidual and social theory of narcissism are exacerbated in Lasch's account.
Second, with Lasch the concept of narcissism has ceased to play tile
anti-authoritarian role that it played for the Frankturtschool and

Fromm as they analyzed the psychological basis of fascism.

The methodological difficulties arose as the the:Jrists of the
Frankfurt school grappled with the duality of narcisslSln as a theory of
both society and the individual. The narcissistic character wa<;held to be
different from the neurotic usually studied by Freud, Whereas the
latter lived i~ a society in which the most fundamental etiology of
neurosis or at least the most direct one, was found in the family, the
former lived in a society in which the most direct etiology of neurosis
was found not in the family but in public society. Because of this the
relation between one, the study of individual neurosis and two, the
s:>cial conditions for it, was said to have changed. The first became less
important and the second more important. (Marcuse 1963 : 47-50; Adorno
1951 : 43 L-432) Hence the theory ot narc .ssism required, but never really
received, at least from Adorno, Marcuse or Horkheimer, a new metho-
dology for studying the modern relation between the individual and

society. Furthermore, the various attempts to find such a methodology

led to an inconsistency with another major contribution of Frankfurt
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school philosophy of psychology: Adorno's and Marcuse's metho::lolo~i-
cal d~fense of classical Freudian analysis against the notion that it must
be revi<ed from a sociolo!!ical perspective.

This defence, however, was so one.sided that it did not even
adequately account for Freud's own use of sociology in Group Psychology
and the Analysts of the Ego, much less for Adorno's and Marcuse's more
extensive use of Marxist and other sociological concepts in their own
writ,iogs on narcissism. Against such neo-Fre 1dians as Fromm and Karen
Horacy, Marcuse and Adorno argued that Freud's categories aimed at
studying the social element that was already in the individual before
entering adult society and hence did not need to be revised as much as
the neo.Fr<~lIdians thought by adding to them elements garnered from
the study of interaction between adu~t egos and society. (Adorno 1952 :
27; Marcusc 1955: 254) I am not interested at the moment in the merits

of this dispute, but in the fact that the Frankfurt school thinkers'
arguments against the revisbnists are inconsistent with their own theory
of narcissism. Ther.:: are extreme problems with combining the anti-oeo-
Freudian claim that Freud's categories already ccntainenough social
elements in tbem, with an account of narcissism which essentially
demands the introduction of sociological concepts that increasingiy and
of necessity become more complex even than the ones that Freud added
in Grollp Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego.

In elaborating the principle that Freudian categories are
already adequately social the Frankfurt schoJl emphasized that the family,
ie, a social unit, helped create the psychological individual, They were
concerned that the neo-Freudians wanted t.J concencrate too much on
adult public societ7 and not euuugh on the original family situation.
(Adorno 1952: 26-28; marcuse 195'5: 248-249) From a methodological
standpoint the Frankfurt school analysis was only individualistic in that

it cmphasised how concentration on the early social struggle of the indi-
vidual in the family gave a deeper analysis than concentration on an indi-
vidual abstracted from those early formative relations and then analyzed
in his or her present rela~ion to society. Since their:aim was studying the
social in the individual, the Frankfurt school theory was not individual-
istic in its aim. However. since emphasis was put on studying the i' divi-
dual in order to see the social better, their analysis was individualistic in
in its means.
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How is the anti-revisionist principle of studying the soci~l in
the individual undermined by the theory of narcissism? In his first
fully formulated critique of the neo-Freudians "Die Revidierte Psycho-
analyse," Adorno had criticised both what he saw as their overemphasis
on the ego as opposed to the id, and their exaggeration of the importance
of adult social interaction in understanding neurosis. (Adorno 1952: 26)
The argument of this 1946 essay, however, is in striking contrast to the
one found in Adorno's 1951 "Freudian Theory and the pattern of Fas-
cist propaganda," 3 This latter work, in developing a new theory of
narcissism, first, accepted Freud's 1914 definition of narcissism as a state
involving the direction of libidinal energy to one's own ego. Second, it
accepted Freud's own modification of that theory in his attempt to ana-
lyze crowds. For both Freud and Adorno the narcissistic character may
redirect the libidinal energy originally directed to self back again to cro-
wds or leaders, but is still narcissistic because those others are only seen
as extensions of self. (Freud 1960: 56; Adorno j 951: 418.419)

... One might ask why narcissists should identify with others.

This question leads to the third component of Adorno's theory of narciss-
ism, and his clearest advance over Freud: the followers of fascist leaders
have weak egos which necesiiitates their identification with others because
of their own powerlessness. Fascist authoritarians then manipulate those
weak egos. (Adorno 1951: 418.419) I would put it in the following way:
narcissists who follow authoritarian leaders have large but weak egos. The
largeness of their egos causes them to direct libidinal energy to
themselves, but the weakness of their egos causes them to identlb with
others in a submissive way.

Now it should be obvious that Adorno's theory of narcissistic
fascism is inconsistent with his strong methodological attack on the neo.
Freudians made five years earlier. Far from simply studying the social in
the individual his theory of narcissism looks precisely at and emphasizes
the role of actual public society in crea ing the narcissistic character.
Thus, there is considerable development between Adorno's original neg ~
tive critique of revisionism in ]946 and his own positive theory of narci-
ssism inJ951. However, it was only in his 1955 essay, "Sociology and
Psychology," written nine years after "Die Revidierte Psychoanalyse.'
and four years after "Freudian Theory and the Pattern of Fascist Propa.
ganda." that Adorno reall y began to take note of how he must change his
own critique of the neo.Freudians in order to account for his own theory
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of narcissism. (Adorno 1955, 1967,1968). In that essay Adorno made the
important concession to the neo-Freudians that Freud did misunderstand
the extent to which the feeling of helptessness, for example, comes not
cnly from early childhood but also from adult social interaction. (Adorno

1968: 88-89).

Indeed, nine years after his original blast against the neo-
Freudians in 1946, Adorno's principle disagreement with them became
not so much their emphasis on social factors in adult life as what he still
regarded as their excessive emphasis on ego factors. Adorno thought that
the manipulation of narcissists in mass society was more often done through
the unconscious and the id than he claimed the neo-Freudians realized.
(Adorno 1968 : 89)

Unfortunately Adorno never admitted that he had changed his
ideas, nor did he extend what amounted to a more positve reevaluation
of neo-Freudian stress on social factors to a revaluation of dny specific
neo-Freudian theory of narcissism. If only Adorno had extended his brief
commellts in 1955 to a c.omparison of his own theory of narcissism with a

full scale rival theory such as the one later offered by Erich Fromm, the
arguments between Frankfurt school stress on instinct and Frommian stress
on society could perhaps have been at least stated more clearly. However
in his early accounts of social psychology, Escape from Freedom. Man for
Himself, and The Forgotten Language. Fromm did not make the concept of
narcissism central. By the time he did, in books like The Heart of Man
and The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness, Adorno was losing interest
in the topic. (Fromm 1965, 1947, 1951 1971 : 71-17. 19 3: 200-205)

One may ask of course,. how significant is Adorno's admission
that the the<Jry of narcissism must accomodate the revisionist stress on
adult society. Answering this question would involve an inquiry into the
possible reach of a social psychology. To what extent can a social psycho-
logy illuminate both psyche and society? This in turn involves asking

\

how far a repressive society can reach into the individual psyche It also
invol yes ask ing to w hat extent a unified view about the social ethics and
liberation of human beings depends on integrating sociology and psycho-
logy How much are the individual and society integrated and how much
should they be integrated? Adorno's utilizatioll of adult social interaction
in his own theory of narcissi,m does not resolve the former issue, in tlwt
it do.-:snot resolve the deb"te over the extent that an instinctual ps:ycho.
plogy can be used as a barometer of what is happening in society. To what
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extent does society follow its own logic and to what extent does it follow
th~ logic of the instincts? Adorno gave more of a sketch of a resolution
than an actual resolution of the issue. Clearly Adorno thought that the
reach of society into the individual was very strong, at the same time
holding that instinctual psychology can reveal much about adult society.
If Fromm was willing to give up some reliance on the study of instinctual
drives such as the libido, in order to concentrate more on sC'ciety's reach
into the individual, Adorno seemed to want to maintain both equally.
(Promm 1980 ; 1-33; Adorno 1966: 88.89) But this desire remained only a
program and was not thoroughly worked out.

Given our newly gained perspective that the theory of
narcissism developed by the central figures of the FranRturt school,
Adorno, Horkheimer and Narcuse, included a strong sociological element
even as they railed against Fromm and Horney for including such an
element, our attention naturally turns to the content of their sociological
analysis of narcissism. Primarily they concerned themselves with (1) the
weakening of the family, (2) the deve:opment of fasci-m and (:;) the

growth of a society dominated by comumeriFm. (Adorno 1951; Marcuse
1963; Horkheimer 1949) Jessica Benjamin, however, in her searching ana-
lyses of Frankfurt school psychology, criticizes these alleged nodal points
in the historical and social application of the theory of narcissism. She
notes that such criteria for the thesis of the weakening and decline of the
family as less internalization by young p20ple of family values
is rendered problematic by tl:e gathering of cross class data. (Benjamin
1978: 52) In addition, as Benjamin also notes, it is unclear sometimes how
Marcuse and Adorno conc.eive of the relation between fasClsm & consumer
society. In some ways they seem to be conflated. (Benjamin 1977: 54:
Marcuse 1963 : 52 ; Adorno 1951 : 432)

These difficulties make the sociological grounding of narcissism
problematic. Even m::Jreproblematic, however, is the relationship between
the claims about the decline of the family, and the growth of fascist and
consumer society on the one hand and the alleged general decline of the
Individual on the other. Of course the theory of the decline of the indi-
vidual is in part si;nply the theory of narcissism itself, but only in part. In
general the Frankfurt school mean by the decline of the individual that
people have lost so much autonomy and uniqueness that privacy itself has
become problematic. (Hnrkheimer 1974: 128-161) N::Jw one but only one,
reason why one can say that the individual declines is because of the
growth of large weak egos characteristic of the narcissist. Although such
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individuals eften c1a:m to bz doing their"own thing" their own thing is
usually soci'llly controlled. There are, however, also a number of other
causes offered for individuality's decline. Frankfurt school economic
theory, for example, distinguished between competitive capitalism, in
which the individual still had claims to some autonomy and privacy,
and monopoly capitalism, of which fascism was supposed to be
m')st conspicuous example, and in which the individual'ss decline was
rather precipitious, (Neumann 1957: 41-42; Horkheimer 1974: 333 ;
Adorno 1974 : 135)

Of course different members of the Frankfurt school empha-
sized different causes of the decline of the individual in the broad as
opposed to just th~ psychoanalytic sense. Horkheimer, for example, was
particularly fond of pinpointing the weakening of the family as a major
cause. (Horkheimer 1949 : 333) Yet he did not develop as comprehensive a
Freudi:1n theory of the decline of the individual as dId Marcuse and
Adorno. In contrast, Adorno's '~Freudian Theory and the pattern of
Fascist Propaganda," dose not emphasIze the weakening of the family at
all. What is interesting is that it is usually when the decline of the indi-
vidual is seen 111its largest social context that the inabllity of Freudian
theory to explain it is most apparem:, either to the reader 01 the Frankfurt

school writings or to the writers themselves.

In this context both Adorno and marcuse left records of their
own doub~s concerning the perfect or even imperfect: coexistence of (1)
the theory of the decline of the individual ar.d its psychological deri-
vathn, the "obsolescence of the Freudian concept of man," with (2) the
critique of neo-Freudianism and the assumption that the individual has
not declin"d and that the Freudian concept of the human being retains full
applicability and dose not have co be supplemented with sociological
investigation. We have already seen some of these doubts in "Sociology
and Psychologv," but the following passage from "Freudian Theory and
the pattern of Fascist Propaganda," already expres~es doubts about the
theory of narcissism even in the midst of a defense of it:

"It ig not accidental that the nineteenth centUlY is the great

era of psychological thought. In a thoroughly reified society, in which
there are no direct relationships between men, and in which each person
ha~ been reduced to a social atom, to a mere function of collectivity, the
psychalogicql processes, though they still appear in each individual, have
ceased to appear as the determining force of the social process. Thus the
psychology of the individual has lost what Hegel would have called its
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substance. It is perhaps the greatest merit of Freud's book 'that though
he resticted him self to the fiete of individual psychology and wisely
abstained from introducing sociological factors from outdide he
nE'vertheless reached the turning point where psy,hology abdicates."
(Adorno 1951 : 431.432).

In contrast, Herbert Marcuse's initial reaction to Adorno's
doubts in "Sociologty and Psychology," was to criticise them and respond
by reasserting the theory of the social in the individual:

"But the psychological approach seems to fail <\t a decisive
point: history has progressed «behind the back" and over the individuals,
and the laws of the historical process have been those governing the
reified instituions rather than the individuals. (Here Marcuse footnotes
Adorno 1955, the original German version of "Sociology and Psychology)"
Against this criticism we have arqued that Freud's psychology reaches
into a dimension of the mental apparatus where the individual is still t~le
j!enm, the present still the past By virtue of this Genl'ric conception,
Freud's psychology of the individual is per se psychology of the Genus."
(Marcuse 1966 : 106)

In spite of this critique of Adorno, made in 1955, by 1963 in
"The Obsolescence of the Freudian Concept of Man," Marcuse stated the
inconsistency between traditional Freudian theory and the tools necessary
to understand modern society with probably as much clarity as it could
be stated at the time. He also related the inconsistency to the concept of
the decline of the individual, discussing the latter in the far reaching
sociological and psychological terms that it deserves. In this essay marcuse
also begins, but does not clearly accomplish, the task of s parating the
concept of narcissism, with the attendant ,notion of the obsole<cence of
the Freudian concept of the human being, from his critique of neo-
Freudianism, which entailed precisely a defense of the traditional Freudian
notion of the individual In his crit;inal "Preface" to Fros aud Civzlization
Marcuse had glimpsed that indeed the thesis of the decline or end of the
individual would have to lead to a deemphasis on the psychological inter-
pretation of pol itkal and social theory :

«Formerly autonomous and identifiable psychic processes are
'eing absorbed by the function of the individual in the state Psycho-
logical problems therefore turn into political problems... Psychology
could be elaborated as a spc-chl discipline as long as the psyche could
sustain itself against the public power, as long as privacy was real, really
desired and self-shaped: if the individual has neither the ability nor the
possibility to be for himseH, the terms of psychology become the terms
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of the social forces wbich define the psyche. Under these circumstances
applying' psychology in the analysis of social and political events means

taking an approach which has been vitiated by those very events."
(Marcu!e 1966 : XXVII)

Unfortunately, like many prefaces this statement lays out the
author's future plans more than his present accomplishments, Eros and
C .v;lization actually still assumes the relevance of the Freudian concept of
human beings which the "Pretace" seems to abjure. The "Preface" is
really a better introduction to One Dimensional Man (Marcuse 1964),
which does attempt to define the modern psyche socially more than modern
society psychologically, thus abandoning the contradictory concept of a
narcissism based simultaneously on the Freudian theory of the individual
and on the idea that this individual has been systematically undermined.

It is true that Marcuse is not entirely clear on these points. In
the "Obsolescence of the Freudian Concept of Man." written between,
Eros and Cwilization and One Dimensional Man, he was still trying to
merge Freudian stress on the individual and Frankurt theory of the
decline of the individual. The merger is accomplished through the paradox
that precisely the disappearance of the Freudian individual can be explai-
ned by the Freudian cr)ncept of the human being, i. e., that the disappear-
ance of the individual can be explained by the early socialization of the
individual. Yet Marcuse does not resolve question of how we would study
this deindivualized individual who, through bis or her early socialization
is caused to become the narcissistic "mass man." However, in Marcuse's
suggestion that the individual is socialized early on to become a human
being of the mass, he seems to indicate a theoretical path that he might
have followed if he had not written One Dimensional Man, a path, that
as we will see, Christopher Lasch actually followed: to construct a
psychological theory of mass society which justifies itself on the basis
that since masses are produced by state or public intervention into the
psyches of children, mass society can be understood through the study of
individual psychology, But Marcuse's understanding that he could not
really follow that path is shown by the following comment from the,
essay: "Society has su rpa~sed the stage w here psychiatric theory could
elucidate the ingression of society into the meutal structure of the indi.
viduals and thus reveal the mechanisms of social control in the individual."
(Marc use 1963 : 53)
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It is thus clear that the theory of narcissism, far from stretch-
ing the importance of the individual, undermines it. It is thus inconsistent
with the Frankfurt school principles of studying the social in the indi-
vidual. Although neither Marcuse nor Adorno ever faced up to this
inconsistency in a completely consistent way, still, in practice. and some-
times in theory too, as we have just seen, they modified the principle of
studying the social in the individual.

These oscillations seem to illustrate the problem of any
methodology that moves too quickly from analysis of social conditions to
analysis of individual mental health or neurosis. Adorno's realization of
this perhaps explains why he often strove for a certain pluralism on the
question of the relation between studying the individual and studying
society. (Adorno 1968 : 96; 1966 : 89) The lesson to be learned from this is
that there is no methodology that gets adequately at both. There is no ::me
to one correspondence between social theory and psychology. Furthermore,
insofar as there is none. this raises in-:-ernal problems for the Frankfurt
school theory of the totally administered society, according to which it
is imagined that a repressive society can almcst create a persoD31ity type.
such as the nar..:issistic one, over which it has perfect control. Since from
the methodological standpoint there remains a gap between individual
and society. it thus becomes much more difficult to say that any society
is totally administered. 6 There is no single concept, such as narcissism,
which precisely indicates both social and psychological breakdown. Such
a theory will inevitably identify the individual and society too
closely.

It is a paradox that it was :he instinctualists in the Framkfurt
scbool who developed this notion of the totally administered society and
the revisionist Fromm, with his emphasis on the logic of society over and

above the instincts, who resisted it Yet Horkheimer, Marcuse and
Adorno also continued to have their doubts about the totally administered
society, and as we will see, it was only Christopl=.er Lasch who succumbed
to the idea. and overcame all Frankfurt school doubts about the total
domination of the individual psyche by society.

For all of above developments left the concept of narcissism in
a kind of limbo, at least in the American context, until th~ work of
Christopher Lasch. 7 Lasch Rttempted an once again unite the method
of studying the social in the individual with the thesis of the decline of
the individual. (Lasch 1978 : :~4.36) There is, indeed, an argument that
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Lasch makes which seems as though it might allow him to accomplish
the task of uniting the two ti:eories, but which in fact dose not. I am
referring to his emphasis on social control of the family by the state.
(Lasch 1978: 11; 1980) For if the lsrge scale social process through which
narcissistic traits thrive had become increasingly substitude for socialeza-
tion by the family, then one could.indeed argue that such social narcissism
could be discovered by studying individual data without concentrating on
the actual data of society. the argument would be that the family has
been increasingly influenced by the state and that studying the indi-
vidual can reveal this.

However, this argument would be an extremely naive reponse
to the methodoldg;cal problems faced by the Frankfurt school, If one
could understand such state action by looking at the psyche, then the
Frankfurt school theory of the decline of the individual would be both
maintained and undermined, maintained because one could understand the
decline of the individual by studying the individual, undermined because
one could not really learn that much ')y studying the psyche of someone
who has been put too much under the saw of mass society to reveal any
autonomous psychic processes. Although Lasch, or for that matter
Horkheimer, Marcuse and Adorno, might have found some consistent
combination of his defense of Freudian instinctuahsm with a more
sociological account, it is not likely to be accomplished, 'l,SLasch atte-
mpts, by simply repeating the illogical attack af the Frankfurt school on
nee-Freudianism as an illegitimate attempt to introduce social concepts
into Fread's theory. (Lasch 1978: 34-~6)

Although Lasch has never been very clear about the metho-
dological issues involved, the paradoxes that occur in his work are a logical
result of his effort to develop a theory of narcissism which, in the nine-
teen forties, fifties and sixties, marcuse and Adorno had already developed
and than abandoned as a blind alley. We have also seen marcuse asking
for its replacement by a holistic account of industrial society; I would
add to marC'use's prop::Jsal that this account of industrial society should
not flinch, as marcuse's did not, from examining the dependence of indi-
viduals on that society and the psychology of how that dependence
manifests itself.

This marcusian direction, represented by One Dimensional
Man,. is certainly preferable to the development of a Laschian scare
story ab:Jut actual intervention by the state, represented by welfare
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workers, etc., entering the homes and private lives of soon to be narcissi-
stic children who would later on be examined by psychologistis who, in
turn, would conclude on the basis of studying the social in the individual
that these people had narcissistic personality structures and L-elonged to a
narcissistic society. Such a mythology leads Lasch to oscillate back and
forth between an individualist analysis of narcissism, based on clinical
data or the psyche of public figures (the latter always a dubious proposi-
tion anyway), and an analysis of narcissism based on general social
currents. (Lasch 1978: 35-38) But Lasch never tells us, for example, what
the relation is between the individual psychological data, based on
middle or upper class patients, and the sociological analysis, which extends
far beyond that class In contrast, both Marcuse and Adorno recognized
that the theory of narcissism raised an obstacle for psychological analysis
itself, a warning that Lasch did not take to heart.

Frankfurt school psychology oscillated between a vision of an
individual whose character has been primarily formed by the family, and
one whose character has been largely formed by the public institutions of
mass industrial society. In the former case, the individual remains a
fullf1edged person, and the theorists of the Frankfurt school can use the
method of sudying the s:)cial in the individual without falling in to con-
tradictions. In the latter case, indivuality declines, norcissism ensues, and
thus some of the Frankfurt school grounds for abjecting to the sociologi-
cal psychology of people like Fromm are removed. The Frankfurt school
notion of the social origins of the indvidual, when expandanded from
seeing thme origins in the family, to seeing them in pubhc society,
leaves little room either for a full fledged individual or for any relatively
autonomus psychology for studying narcissism.

Frankfurt school psychology never dose reveal the proper
relation between social analysis and individual an.alysis. To accomplish
this task one would have to go beyond Adornian paradox. This is not to
deny that the paradoxes of Frankfurt school psychology are often
extremely suggestive. Lasch's work, too, inherits some of this thematic
power. For his w')rk culminates in the essentially correct idea that
narcissim, which entails increasing privatism, is mode possible in part by
the growing role of the state and other forms of public power. Unfor-
tunate.b, Lasch vitiates the power of his theory by first, moving
arbitrarily back and forth between psychological and social and political
categories and, second, relying too heavily on the thesis of actual state
intervention into the family in order to justify the tight fit that he
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finds between the individual and society. Hence his vision of the totally

administered society is much more extreme than that of the Frankfurt
school and presents less even abstract possibilities for individuals to escape
from society's norms. I will now show the connection between the
methodological problems in the social psycghology of narcissism, and the
ethical critique of unjustified authority which dominated Frankfurt
school psychology and Fromm's psychology and gets lost in Lasch.

Although I have argued that Lasch's account of narcissism in
The Culture of Narcissism is seriously flawed, because of its exacerbation
of-methodological problems that beset the Frankfurt school in their
attempt to create a social psychology, I have, nevertheless, treated it is
basically continuing the theory of the Frankfurt school. However"
already in The Ct4lture of Narcissism there were other tendencies which
carne to fruition in The Mmimal Self and which can only be regarded as
reversing the anti. authoritarian aims of Frankfurt School psychology,
Part of the problem, as it appeared in The Culture of Narcissism, was
that Lasch took the themes of the decline of the individual and the
family out of the context that they had when t~ey worked to shed light
on acceptance of fascist authority, It was, for example, in the interest of
explaining the blind obedience to authority that the experience of fascism
underlined as a permanent possibility in human beings, that Horkheimer
developed his s:)ciologica~ analysi" of the narcissistic personality, He
argued that in a fatherless society, i. e., given the sociological assumptions
of the day, a society where the family also declines because of the lessen-
ing of the father's significance, some sons will be less likely to resist
fascist and consumerist manipulation and will decline in autonOmy,
Indeed Horkheimer may have anticipated La~ch's lament for even the
older forms of authority associated with an earlier type of family, Still,
when looked at in its total context Horkheimer's theory remained anti-
authoritarian. (Benjamin 1';;77: 54; Borkheimer 1949: 333; Lasch 1978 :
154-186)

Certainly neither Borkheimer nor Marcuse, nor Adorno, ever
assumed, as Lasch does in The Cttlture of NarcissLsm that their theory
gave them a vantage point for criticizing allegedly neurotic anti-authori-
tarianism, (Lasch 1978 : 23 24) Indeed, there is a strange footnote 10
The Minimal Self in which Lasch even regrets the lack of attention paid
to critiquing the superego and ccnservative and au:horitarian Freudianism
generally in The C1~ltureof Narmsism. (Lasch 1984: 286.287) However,
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what is surprising is that even after making this autocritique Lasch goes
on to new heights in The Minimal Self in eliminating the strong respect
for liberty that was part and parcel of the Frankfurt school concept of
narcissism.

The Minimal Self continues the naive intermingling of clinical
data and sociological analysis that characterizes The Cultzlye of Narcissi-
sm's assumption-of a seemless web connecting society and the individual.
The clinical data itself, however, is interpreted differently, and the
cultural, sociological analysis has changed, indeed, has altered dramaticf lly
The clinical data found in The Minimal Self is interpreted much more
in the light of the basictlly post-Frankfurt school theory .:hat narcissism

is a resolution of t he pre-oedipal dicbotomy between remaining depen-
dent on the mother and womb or becoming independent of them, in favor
of the former. 8 Furthermore, far from limiting his claims about the
power of the concept of narcissism to help analyze both individual and
society, Lasch now develops a new, more enccmpassing account of that
relation. Claiming that the political analogue to psychological narcissism's
refusal to allow separation is what he calls the party of Narcisus, Lasch
now includes in this party those ecologists, peace activists, feminists,
who, like their paradigm leader, Marcuse, want to extend the desire ot
the psychological narcissist to return to the womb and to a pclitical pers-
pective embracing liberation of repressed desires and empathy for what
is natural. (Lasch 1984: 234, 244-46)

That Lasch has now turned against even the Frankfurt school
as represented by Marcuse is not surprising. For, first, the new interpre-
tation of narcissism that he offers is incompatible with one aspect of the
theory of narcissism common to Freud, Marcuse, Adorno and From.m For
them the sociological nature cf the theory of narcissism continually
stretched the limits of psychological explanation. In that sense they were
all revisionists and it is not surprising that Lasch castigates Marcuse for
doubtiug the applicability of the Freudian concept of the human being in
"The Obsolescence of the Freudian Concept of man". (Lasch 19.:34: 23,)
As we saw, Marcuse's doubts were generated by his realization of the
difficulty of deducing social currents from rhe individual narcissistic
psyche. These difficulties, however, are vastly increased with Lasch's
more ambitious project of proclaiming an affinity between contemporary
Amrican society and the general psychological narcissism of wanting to
abolish differences between se1f and others; the difficulties are further
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inc:-~ when not only the obviously unhealthy aspects of contemporay
A ~C30 society, but also also such significant world wide movements
as the peace. ecology and feminist movements are not only identified in
cZ:1tral aspects with the: retreat to the pathological state of wanting to
a..1..clishdifferences between oneself and others. but are said to represent

Marcuse's narcissistic ideal.

It may seem surprising for Lasch to accuse Marcuse of present
ing a narcissistic ideal when. as we have seen. Marcuse. as Lasch himself
understood. was a bitter critic of narciasism. However, Lasch is right in
finding such an ideal in Marcuse. but wrong ,in faling to show i s exact
relatbn to (1), the obviously unhealthy narcissism that Marcuse. Freud.
Fromm. Lasch. Horkheimer and Adorno all criticise and to (2) the theory
of narcissism as arising out of the pre-oedipal stage of wanting to abolish
differences. which Lasch utilizes in The Minmal Self. It is ture that
Marcuse in Eros and Civilization did present (3). a positive ideal of
narcissism as a state in which we change our exploitative relation to
nature. (Marcuse 1966 : 164) 9 This third notion of narcissism. however
is clearly distinguished from (1) find certainly not explicitly based on (2).
Furthermore. any argument that it is logically based on or entails (2)
must proceed by naively identjfying complex social and cultural move-
ments such as ecology with the infantile inability or unwillingness to
recognize the reality of the external world By not being clear about
these distinctions Lasch is able to slip from t he fact that Marcuse praises
narcissism to the idea that this praise involves both a childish inability
to separate one self from nature and the unhealthy narcissism of large but
weak egos of which Marcuse was a bitter critic.

But Marcuse's positive ideal of narcissism has nothing to do
with the notion of narcissism as invol ving large but weak egos discussed
earlier. Nor is it clear that it has anything but superficial affinites.
Logical or otherwise. with the preoedipal theory of narcissism as wanting
to abolish all differences b~tween self and world. It certainly may have
some theoretical connection with t he peace. ecology and feminist
movements, once both those movements and Marcuse's positive notion of
a non-nature exploiting narcissism are sparat,'d from large but weak ego
narcissism and inability to distinguish the real world narcissism, then
Lasch's argum~nt qgainst Marcuse are seen to b~ mainly question begging.

There is a second reason w':1y Lasch's critique of marcuse in
The Minimal Self is not surprising For if the theory of narcissism as
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large but weak egos is seen in the context of trying to understand why
people, supposedly normal as well as abnormal, accept unjustihed author-
ity, then insofar as it moved toward the pessimistic notion of a totally
manipulated society, one must pose the question whether liberation from
such a society is possible. Even the most conservative aspect of Frankfurt
school psychology, Horkheimer's view that one could often attain greater
anti-authoritarianism by internalizing the authority of the father than
by simply rejecting it. is still an example of a desire to sketch some
obstacle to the totally administered society. There are, however, other
obstacles to anything like a totally adminisetred society which are
presented by the original social theorists of narcissism, but Lasch is
contemptuous of all of them, including From's ideal of following rational
ethical principles which avo;d either submission or domination, and
marcuse's ideal of liberation from domination and exploitation of the
world, an ideal which in the Frankfurt school, but not in Lasch, is
strictly distinguished from the negative account of narcissism as involving
as involving la ge but weak egos. (Lasch 1984; 228, 23;-234ho

Horkheimer's principle of internalization of antiauthoritari-
anism, Fromm's liberal psychological ethics, marcuse's utopia beyond th~
exacerbated conflict with nature that he finds in so much of human his-
story, an cast doubt on the possibility of a totally administered society,
a notion which suffers anyway from its grandiose pretensions of offering
a one to one method of studying individual character and society. 1£
society is completely manipulated, and if tre individual fits cleanly into
its seamless web, then how can one escape from it ? Thus, the Frankfurt
school doubts about utilizing the theory of narcissism as large bU1;weak
egos as a completet tool for studying both individual and society are
natural, given their belief that some liberation is possible, All this goes
to show that the two theJr.es that I emphasized at the beginning,
Frankfurt school anti-authoritarianism, & the methodological difficulties
in the concept of narcissism, go together, just as there is a link between
Lasch,s naive acceptance of narcissism as showing the individual tied in a
seamless web to society, and his general disinterest in the basic proble-
matic of irrational acceptance of authority in Frankfurt school psycho-
logy.
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Notes and Referances

L For Adorno's emoirical work in
!:he United States see Adorno
et. a1. 1950 and Jay 1973 : 219-
252.

2. Fromm's essays from the Frank,
furt school Journal, the Zeits-
chrift fur Sozialforschung, are
republished in Fromm 1971.

3. According to David Held (1~80:
1l4)this essay was originally
written in 1946.

4. The absolute incompatability
between Frankfurt school
psychology and the later work of

Fromm thus must be challenged.
The acerbic debate between
Fromm and Marcuse created this
myth, Russell Jacoby solidified
it in Social Amnesia, and it be-
came absolute dogma with Lasch.
(Fromm 19-1: 25-31; Marcuse
1966: 238-274; Jacoby 1975 : 13.
14; Lasch 1978: 31-32) However,
some of the analysis in Jacoby's
recent book on Otto Fenichel
would seem to imply a less rigid
opposition between Fromm
and tbe Frankfurt School.
(J acoby 1983)

5. The reference to Freud's book is
to Group Psychology and the
Analysis of the Ego.

6. For the totally administered
society see Marcuse 1963: 50.

7. For the German discussion of
radical psychology sse Bopp 1979
and Mayer 1984.

8. Lasch 1984 : 166-170. Lasch also
jumbled the pre-Oedipal theory
and the Frankfurt theory of
narcissism in The Culture of
Narciss2sm. (Lasch 1978: 36.40)
However. the pre;Oedipal is not
emphasied nearly as much in that
book as in The Minimal Self.
Hence Lasch's failure to be clear

.
about the logical connection
between the two theories is more
troubling in the later book than
in the earlier one.

9. For a discussion of Lasch and the
Marcuse of Eros and Civili-
zation, see Alford 1985.

10. See Fromm 1965: 186-190.
Although Fromm is not formally
included in the section on the
party of the ego (205-233), the
pages on "Psychoanalysis and

the Liberal Tradition of Moral
Optimism," (208.2 L1), combined
with Lasch's reference to neo-
Freudians and Fromm as cling-
ing to a "humanitarian, refor-

mist 'prophy lactic' interpreta-
tion of the psychoanalytic
mission," (236) clearly show th~t
Lasch means to put him there.
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